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Abstract

Self-ordering at crystal surfaces has been the subject of intense efforts during the last ten years, since it has been
as a promising way for growing uniform nanostructures with regular sizes and spacings in the 1–100 nm range. In th
we give an overview of the self-organized nanostructures growth on spontaneously nano-patterned templates. A gre
of surfaces exhibits a nano-scale order at thermal equilibrium, including adsorbate-induced reconstruction, surface di
networks, vicinal surfaces or more complex systems. Continuum models have been proposed where long-range elas
tions are responsible for spontaneous periodic domain formation. Today the comparison between experiments such
Incidence X-Ray Diffraction experiments and calculations has lead to a great improvement of our fundamental underst
the physics of self-ordering at crystal surfaces. Then, epitaxial growth on self-ordered surfaces leads to nanostructures
growth. The present knowledge of modelization of such an heterogeneous growth using multi-scaled calculations is d
Such a high quality of both long-range and local ordered growth opens up the possibility of making measurements of
properties of such nanostructures by macroscopic integration techniques.To cite this article: S. Rousset et al., C. R. Physique
6 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Nucléation et croissance de nanostructures ordonnées sur des surfaces auto-organisées. Depuis une dizaine d’années,
découverte des phénomènes d’auto-organisation à la surface des cristaux a suscité un engouement croissant. La fo
de ce phénomène est une interaction élastique à longue portée due aux contraintes intrinsèques des surfaces. Ce
« naturel » permet d’élaborer toute une gamme de substrats pré-structurés de 1 à 100 nm, qui servent ensuite de guid
sance des nanostructures. L’objectif premier de cette croissance organisée par rapport à la croissance aléatoire est la
de nanostructures dont la dispersion en taille est étroite. Ceci ouvre la voie aux études des propriétés individuelles et
de ces nano-objets par des techniques macroscopiques faisant des moyennes sur un grand nombre d’objets (mesur
électroniques ou magnétiques).Pour citer cet article : S. Rousset et al., C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nucleation and growth of mono-disperse nanostructures is a challenging field both for theoretical modeling and
applications due to their new magnetic, electric and catalytic properties. Growth of regular islands has been achieved
systems such as metal aggregates supported on insulator surfaces [1,2], hetero-epitaxial growth of semiconductors
self-assembled quantum dots [3–5], metal on metal systems [6–8] and metal on semiconductors [9]. The use of spon
nanostructured substrates as templates for organized growth is a promising way since it allows to grow high densit
nanostructures over macroscopic scales. This opens up new studies of both individual and collective physical prop
means of usual spatially averaging technics.

The aim of this article is to give an overview of self-organized growth on nanopatterned surfaces. Such epitaxia
is performed in usual UHV environment. The original point is to take advantage of a spontaneously nanopatterned s
Section 2 is devoted to the underlying physics of the nanopatterned substrates. Due to recent development during t
years in surface physics, the phenomenon of self-ordering at surfaces is now better understood and leads to a large
nanopatterned substrates. Section 3 recalls, in the framework of a mean field model, the concepts of nucleation and
surfaces and explains why the occurrence of a surface nanostructuration modifies the epitaxial growth and leads to an
growth. Then, Section 4 illustrates by experimental examples organized growth on different surfaces. We highlight h
possible to analyze atomistic processes responsible for the organized growth.

In all this article we restrict the term of self-ordering to equilibrium periodic nanopatterning of surfaces, and self-organ
or organization to a wider use, namely the epitaxial growth of atoms on a self-ordered substrate, which is a kinetica
process.

2. Spontaneously self-ordered nanotemplates

2.1. Nanotemplates overview: surface reconstructions and surface dislocation networks, vicinal surfaces, self-ordered
biphases systems

There exist three main classes of surfaces exhibiting spontaneously nano-scale order at thermal equilibrium: reco
surfaces and incommensurate adlayers, vicinal surfaces, self-ordered patterns of biphased domains.

(i) Reconstructed surfaces are very common in surface science: the reconstruction may appear on clean surface o
adsorption. In some cases, the superstructure mesh is large enough to reach a few nanometers. Without exha
us give some examples: for clean surfaces, the most famous examples are the(7 × 7) superstructure of Si(111) and th
superstructure(22× √

3) of Au(111); for incommensurate adlayers the triangular superstructure of Ag on Pt(111
which is shown in Fig. 1(b). The majority of these reconstructed surfaces can be explained in the frame of the F
Kontorova model [10,11]. The continuous path from Moiré pattern to dislocation network is controlled by the ratio b
lateral and normal interactions: in this frame, a Moiré pattern is a network of very wide dislocations. The Au(111) 2×√

3
reconstruction [12–14] has been described within the Frenkel–Kontorova frame [10,11,15,16]. It involves a non-
compression of the surface atoms along the [11̄0] direction, with domain walls, also called linear discommensurati
separating surface regions with the correct (fcc) stacking from regions with a faulted (hcp) stacking sequence (cf. F
The periodicity between faulted regions isLD = 63.6 Å. The reconstructed layer is 4% denser than the bulk (111) pla
Several systems of metal on metal growth have been found to reconstruct, such as Cu/Ru(0001) [17,18], Ag/Ru(0
and Cu/Pt(111) [20] (for a review see [21]).

(ii) Steps on vicinal surfaces are ordered at a periodicity varying from some tenth of nanometer to some hundred nano
This period is fully controlled by the cut angle. The existence of a long range order for temperatures below the rou
transition is due to long range repulsive interactions between steps.

(iii) Biphased domains may exhibit self order at a nanometer scale. The two phases can be: chemical species like in
of O/Cu(110) [22], N/Cu(100) [23] and Pb/Cu(111) [24]; facetted domains of a vicinal surface like in the case of
faces of Au(111) [25,26] and vicinal faces of Si(100) [27,28]; reconstructed domains of different orientation like
case of Au(111). This so-called ‘herring-bone’ reconstruction is due to the alternance of 22× √

3 reconstructed domain
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Fig. 1. STM images of: (a) Au(111) reconstruction; (b) a domain wall network formed by the second Ag monolayer on Pt(111) (from

of two different reconstruction, the periodicity being about 30 nm. In all the cases, the self order of biphased doma
long range interactions for which elastic interactions are possible candidates.

2.2. Elastic continuum model for long-range ordering at surfaces

Using the formalism of Gibbs for interfacial quantities, a surface stress tensor can be associated to any macroscop
phase [29]. In his pioneering paper devoted to facetting, Marchenko [30] pointed out that when two surface phases
crystallographic faces, dense and dilute adsorbed phases, domains of different in-plane orientation) coexist, the sur
discontinuities at the phase domain boundaries are equivalent to surface forces (cf. Fig. 2). Due to the elastic respo
substrate to these surface forces, a long-range interaction between boundary parts appears. For periodic striped do
energy per unit surface can be written:

E = 2Emicro

L
− 2αelas(�σ)2

L
log

(
Lsin(πτ)

2πac

)
(1)

whereL is the period,τ the coverage of one of the two coexisting two-dimensional phases,�σ the discontinuity of the surfac
stressσnn in the directionn normal to the boundary,αelas a coefficient depending on the bulk elastic constants,ac a cut-off
length andEmicro the local energy cost of a boundary.

Several remarks must be made. First,ac andEmicro are not independent parameters,Emicro being the part of the boundar
energy which cannot be accounted for in the frame of continuous media elasticity andac the length beyond which continuou
elasticity is valid. Second, using Ostrogradsky theorem, the interaction between lines of force can be transformed in in
between surface distributions of force dipoles. By the way, the elastic interaction presents a remarkable analogy with o
lar interactions such as electrostatic or magnetic. The nature – elastic, electrostatic, magnetic – of the dipoles only co
form and the value ofα [31]. Third, in the expression of the energy, the different domains account only by their boundar
a consequence, for any domain geometry, the energyE is not changed when the two coexisting phases are mutually excha
The symmetryτ → (1 − τ ) in formula (1) is a consequence of this general rule. Last, for an isotropic medium, the s
geometry is not the only geometry to be considered for the minimization of the interaction energy and the sequence d→
striped→ inverse droplet is predicted [32] and observed [24] for increasing coverage.

As pointed out by Vanderbilt [33], the difference in work functions associated with two coexisting two-dimensional
leads to electrostatic dipolar long range interactions. We have already noticed that the dependence of the surface
geometry does not allow to distinguish between the elastic and the electrostatic contribution. The a priori estimate
two effects done by Vanderbilt does not clearly allow such a discrimination. Therefore, to identify the driving force
self-ordering of crystal surfaces, both measures of surface stress discontinuities and work function differences should
Before discussing the possible ways of measuring surfaces forces, let us remark that in the special case where the se
deals with the orientation of domains (herring-bone pattern of Au(111)), surface stress discontinuity is the only possibl
force since the work function does not depend on domains orientation. Indeed, this model was used in order to ex
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Fig. 2. Self-ordered substrates: (a) STM image of Cu–O striped phase (from [22]); (b) schematic of the Cu–O striped phase showing
and the surface stress tensor associated to each chemical phases; (c) 3D STM image of faceted Au(455). The height is not rea
between successive facets is 174◦; (d) schematic of the 3D hill-and-valley structure.

herring-bone reconstruction of Au(111) [34]. Other successful comparisons between experiments and Marchenko’s m
been done in the case of the pioneering system of Cu–O striped domains seen in Fig. 2(a) [22] and in faceted Au(11
surfaces seen in Fig. 2(c) [25]. In the order between steps of unfaceted vicinal surfaces, long range interactions pl
similar role. Elastic interactions are in this case due to force dipoles at the steps [35]. Therefore, it clearly appears a
force determinations in self-ordered systems and vicinal faces.

2.3. Surface forces measurements

The standard way to measure surface stress is the cantilever bending method [36]. In this method, the bending of a t
is followed during the deposition of an adsorbate on one side of the crystalline slice. Several methods have been dev
measure the crystal bending (capacitance measurements [37], laser beam deflection [38], . . . ). They allow to measure
in surface stress of the order of some N m−1 which is a typical value for the adsorption of a monolayer on a metallic subs
To our knowledge, none of these macroscopic methods has been applied to self-ordered systems. The two methods
been used to measure surface stress difference in self-ordered systems – the grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) in channelling geometry [40] – make use of the atomic displacements a
in the vicinity of a surface stress discontinuity. For a thick crystal, the non-gliding condition implies that the surface
tensor has components parallel to the surface which are zero on average [29]. As a consequence, the displaceme
to the surface are zero for a uniform surface. Therefore, the only source of parallel deformations and displacemen
surface stress inhomogeneities, i.e., the surface stress discontinuities appearing at the phase domain boundaries.
the corresponding forces, two ingredients are needed: a simplified model for the force distribution and a theoretical
deduce the atomic displacements from the force distribution. Let us illustrate the two methods in the case of the sel
system N/Cu(100). For coverages less than 0.85 monolayer, chemisorbed nitrogen organizes in square patches of s
For coverages between 0.4 and 0.85, these patches are organized in two ways (Fig. 3): first, the patches formed re
with an intra-row period constant and equal to 5.4 nm; second, the rows are periodically spaced with an inter-row
decreasing with coverage. These two periodicities lead to a rectangular self-ordering. At coverage 0.85, the inter-row
equal to the intra-row period leading to a square self-ordering [23,41,42]. In a grazing incidence x-ray diffraction exp
the self-ordering leads to satellite diffraction rods around each crystal truncation rod [39]. Fig. 4 displays the structur
of such rods for different values of the momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface. The main features of this figu
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Fig. 3. N/Cu(100) STM images: (a) 43 nm× 43 nm area showing rows of nitrogen square islands and corresponding to 0.6 nitrogen co
(b) 100 nm× 100 nm area for 0.9 nitrogen coverage showing the 2D square lattice of nitrogen islands.

Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated structure factors. Symbols correspond to experimental results and lines to best fit with disp
generated by surface forces of 1 N m−1. Bulk (h, k, l) CTR: " and full line,(h + δq, k, l) satellite:F and full line,(h − δq, k, l) satellite:×
and dotted line,(h − δq, k − δq, l) satellite:Q and dotted line.δq = 0.071.

narrow maxima of the structure factors near the Bragg conditions of the Cu substrate. Such features indicate that the
periodic object has as main spatial period in the direction perpendicular to the surface, the interplanar distance of th
crystal. This diffracting periodic object consists of the Cu crystal periodically strained by the elastic forces associated
patches. Fig. 5 displays the corresponding atomic displacements. The chosen force distribution corresponds to punc
parallel to the surface applied on the patch boundaries as proposed in Marchenko’s model. In this first study, the disp
were calculated with two methods: isotropic linear elastic theory and quenched molecular dynamics using RGL po
The fit of the experimental structure factors allows to determine quantitatively the force value, 1 N m−1. The quality of the fit –
reliability factor equal to 0.06 – clearly shows that the quite simple force distribution proposed by Marchenko accounts
experimental results. Rutherford backscattering experiments performed in channelling geometry on the same system
the same displacement field accounts perfectly well for the dependence of the channelling yield with the4He+ energy [40].
The GIXD technique has been applied to the self-ordered system O/Cu(110) [43]. It can be extended to the measur
force dipoles appearing at the steps of vicinal faces. Such measurements have been performed on Pt(977) [44], Cu
Au(332) [46]. For both the self-ordered systems and the vicinal faces, the elastic interaction between borders or steps
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Fig. 5. Transverse section of the atomic relaxations of two consecutive (100) planes. The relaxations are magnified by a factor 50. T
line indicates the centre of a domain and the section is perpendicular to a line of domains. Left: relaxations computed by molecular
with surface forcesF = 1 N m−1. Right: relaxations calculated in the frame of the linear elasticity with surface forcesF = 1.2 N m−1.

found to be at least one order of magnitude greater than the electrostatic interaction. Therefore, our results clearly sho
elastic interaction is the driving force of the order at nanoscale for the metallic systems.

3. Principles for epitaxial organized nucleation and growth

The main principle of self-organization is to use nanopatterned surfaces as templates. Such surfaces display p
sites and when atoms are deposited from thermal evaporation onto these surfaces, atoms aggregate and replicate th
substrate. We recall briefly the random nucleation and growth phenomena and the relevant energetic parameters.
introduce new parameters in order to take into account the periodic nanopattern of the substrate.

3.1. Homogeneous growth

Nucleation and growth of islands on surfaces has been extensively studied for many years and is reviewed in a
books [21,47]. Atoms are deposited from a vapor pressure onto a surface such as in the common case of solid on solid
the case of adatoms moving on a homogeneous substrate (what we call homogeneous growth), the process is well de
mean field theory and is essentially determined by atomistic parameters for surface diffusion and binding energies o
to clusters. Values for these parameters may be determined by comparing scaling predictions with suitable experime
surements [48]. One usually distinguishes three regimes with increasing coverage of deposited atoms: (i) the nucleati
where the density of stable islands is increased; (ii) the growth regime where the density is almost constant but th
islands increases; (iii) the coalescence regime where the density of islands decreases since neighboring islands start
The maximum cluster density versus the temperature can be determined from variable temperature STM experime
regime of complete condensation which is relevant for this paper, re-evaporation of adatoms from the substrate into
is absent. The maximum cluster densitync is given by

nc = η(D0/F )−1/3 exp(Ediff /3kBT ) (2)
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Fig. 6. Mean field model with periodic traps of densitynt . (a) Model for nucleation at periodic traps, which can be occupied by adat
densityn1t , clusters of sizex, densitynxt , or can be empty,nte . One has to take also into account adatoms, densityn1, clusters, densitynx

such as in the mean field model without traps. (b) Numerical calculation of the mean field model taking into account traps on the s
gives the Arrhenius plot of the critical cluster densitync . The trap energyEt is 0.7 eV, and the trap densitynt corresponds to the value of th
plateau, ranging fromTe to To.

whereη is a prefactor related to capture numbers,F is the deposition rate (flux),D0 is the diffusion prefactor, andEdiff is
the diffusion energy. This expression is valid in the case of stable dimers on the surface i.e. critical cluster sizei = 1 (i is
defined as the size of the biggest unstable cluster). In the case ofi � 2, Eq. (2) has to be modified and involves the bind
energy to the critical cluster. In the simplei = 1 regime, it is worth to notice that the slope ofnc versusT in an Arrhenius
plot givesEdiff . At higher temperature, the critical nucleus size increases and this leads to a higher slope. Such behav
found by using Kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) simulations. The advantage of a KMC simulation is that it goes beyond the
field approximation which is known, for example, to overestimate the islands density. Island shapes, lattice geometr
spacings and sizes are also not exactly reproduced in the mean field approximation [21].

3.2. Heterogeneous growth

What happens when the atomic sites on the substrate are not all equivalent? Some sites can act, for example, as
nucleation sites. These sites can be described in a mean field model as traps for adatoms [49,50]. Such a model
success in the past by reproducing the nucleation and growth on surfaces with point defects [1,2]. We show here how
applied nicely to the growth on self-ordered surfaces [51]. A schematic of the various events considered in this mod
typical theoretical curve of the critical cluster density versus temperature are shown in Fig. 6 [47,52].

For the lowest temperature, no variation is found: the clusters density is constant with temperature. This corresp
low diffusion regime called ‘post-nucleation’ [21] when adatoms hardly diffuse on the surface and are stable. Betwe
and 80 K, a linear decrease of the cluster density with temperature in an Arrhenius plot is found. At such low temp
the adatoms mean free path on the surface is lower than the mean distance between traps. This regime is ident
homogeneous growth and the slope of the Arrhenius plot isEdiff .

Above the temperature thresholdTo, the system displays the organized growth regime. The maximum cluster den
constant, equal to the density of traps.To is the temperature at which the adatoms mean free path determined by Eq. (2) i
to the distance between traps. As a consequence, the parameters which determineTo areEdiff and the traps densitynt .

The organized growth occurs as long as the typical energies of the trapping mechanisms are sufficient to stabilize
in the traps. We callTe the highest temperature for which an organized growth is observed. The crucial parameter
determinesTe, is the trap energyEt . AboveTe , the critical island density decreases dramatically with temperature. The sl
higher than a simple homogeneous growth regime. Such a high value is mainly due to the long time spent by adatom
The effect of traps is then to reduce the effective diffusion of adatoms [52].

Eventually, the mean field calculations including traps give a qualitative understanding of the organized growth
adatom diffusion and strong trapping are the main ingredients to get an organized growth over a large temperature ra

In this regime of organized growth, the nucleation sites are periodically arranged. Therefore the capture areas are s
this leads to regular islands, with a size distribution much narrower than on a homogeneous substrate. Binomial size d
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has been reported in the regime of ordered growth [7]. The size distribution phenomenon is difficult to address in the fra
of a mean field theory and needs KMC simulations for an accurate study [51].

4. Nucleation and growth of ordered nanostructures: examples and atomic processes

This part of the article is devoted to applications of self-ordered substrates in the field of epitaxial growth. Three
substrates are considered here. We start with close-packed surfaces showing either long period reconstruction suc
relief patterns, or self-ordered domains induced by an adsorbate. Then, vicinal surfaces are well known substrates w
possible to growth one-dimensional nanostructures along steps. Eventually, more complex substrates are proposed w
combination between the stress relief patterned found on close-packed surfaces and the vicinality of surfaces.

4.1. Self-organized growth on close-packed surfaces

Nanopatterned substrates can be used as templates for guiding the growth of adatoms. This is first illustrated
substrate N–Cu(100) almost completely covered with nitrogen (as seen in Fig. 3(b)). When gold atoms are deposited
surface with submonolayer coverages, nitrogen areas act as a mask for the growth of gold atoms. The gold islands n
bare copper areas only and this leads to a square lattice of gold islands (cf. Fig. 7). The distance between two island
5 nm. The gold islands display a square shape and they are not connected with each other [53]. The complex patte
copper substrate covered with nitrogen open up a wide variety of patterns. Several other metals (Fe [54,55], Co [56–58
and Ag [60,61]) have been deposited on such substrates.

Another class of systems are surface dislocations networks. It was early recognized that the Au(111) herring-bo
struction leads to organized growth. It has been used with several kind of atoms: Ni [6,62], Fe [63,64], Co [63,65,66],
Mn [68] and Rh [68]. The herring-bone structure gives rise to a periodic array of surface dislocations located at the
These surface dislocation arrays act as preferential nucleation sites via a place exchange mechanism occurring main
temperature. This mechanism has been demonstrated for Ni [62] and Co [69] (cf. Fig. 8(a)).

Similar surface dislocations networks can be obtained in a more general way in the hetero-epitaxial growth of m
metals. However, only a very few of them have been widely used for self-organized growth. Several examples ha
demonstrated by Brune and coworkers [7]. The deposition of silver atoms on a template made of 2 monolayers of s
posited on Pt(111) was able to reproduce the initial nanopatterning of the substrate (cf. Fig. 8(b)). The same authors
the system of Fe/Cu/Pt(111).

Eventually, all these examples show that it is indeed possible to use the nanopatterning of substrates in orde
nanostructures very regular in sizes and spacings. In this way very high density of nanostructures is achieved. Ho
depends on a crucial parameter which is the temperature of the substrate for the deposition. Several mechanisms
reviewed. However, one drawback of the organized growth on close packed surface is the occurrence of defects, suc
which can break either the phase coherence of the nanostructure lattice, or even the lattice symmetry. Therefore th
remains very local on such flat surfaces. In order to improve this growth in achieving long range ordered organized gr
ideal substrates are the vicinal surfaces.

Fig. 7. STM image of area 150 nm× 150 nm showing gold islands arranged in a square lattice on the N/Cu(100) substrate after a de
0.8 ML at room temperature. The inset is a zoom into four gold nanoislands separated by 5 nm.
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Fig. 8. (a) 0.1 ML cobalt deposited on a Au(111) surface. The inset shows atomic resolution of 0.005 ML of cobalt deposition on
at room temperature. Inserted Co atoms appear 0.04 nm darker than the gold surface; (b) Ag nucleation on the network shown in
Deposition at 110 K yields an island superlattice with exactly one island per superstructure unit cell (coverage of 0.1 ML) (from [21]).

4.2. One-dimensional long range organized growth on vicinal surfaces

Vicinal surfaces, i.e. surfaces slightly misoriented with respect to a close-packed surface, have attracted a wide i
many areas, such as catalysis and nanostructure growth. Since they display a well-controlled number of steps, they
systems for studying the interaction between steps and surface phenomena such as reconstruction, adsorption, an
Nowadays, they serve as templates for building one-dimensional periodic nanostructures of regular sizes [70–72]. In
step sites provide preferential nucleation sites for the growth of adatoms. Large wires have been grown along steps
Recently, cobalt wires down to atomic width have been successfully grown on a Pt(997) surface [73] and their magne
erties were also investigated [74,75].

4.3. Two-dimensional long range organized growth: combining stress relief patterned and vicinal surfaces

In Section 4.1, we have seen that organized islands can be grown on strain relief patterned close-packed sur
optimized growth parameters such as temperature, these islands are highly regular in sizes and spacings. The prom
is the very narrow islands size distribution, comparable to the metal nanoparticule colloids usually obtained by wet c
(i.e. methods based on chemical reactions in solution) see references in [76]) or in the article of Bruno Chaudret in t
However, the organization of islands on close-packed surfaces remains very local: there is order all over, but no phase
over more than the terrace width. In Section 4.2, long range order was achieved by using vicinal substrates. By combi
vicinal surfaces and stress relief patterns or reconstruction, it is possible to achieve the growth of 2D long range ordere
This was first achieved in the system Co on Au(111) vicinal surfaces [77,69], in particular using the model Au(788) surfa
Au(788) substrate is a stable, vicinal surface misoriented by 3.5◦ with respect to the (111) plane toward the[−211] azimuth. The
surface displays a highly regular succession of mono-atomic steps and 3.8 nm wide terraces. Due to the 22×√

3 reconstruction
of the Au(111) plane, Au(788) is also reconstructed in the direction perpendicular to the steps (7.2 nm periodicity) (cf.
Fig. 9(a)). It is worth noting the importance of the step direction. Indeed, due to the interaction of the discommensura
with the step, only vicinal surfaces with {111}-steps (toward the[−211] azimuth) display such a pattern [77]. For other s
directions, different patterns can be expected (for example, on the Au(12,11,11) a more complex pattern has been fo
The Au(788) surface can be used as a template for the growth of cobalt nanodots since the crossing of a discomm
line and a step edge acts as a preferred nucleation site as seen in Fig. 9 [69,78,79,77].

In order to understand microscopic mechanisms responsible for this growth, we have performed variable tempera
ning tunneling experiments (VT-STM) and multi-scaled simulations. Characteristic VT-STM images are displayed in Fig
The organized growth is not seen at the lowest and at the highest temperatures. It occurs only in a certain temperat
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Fig. 9. (a) Large scale STM image of 0.2 ML Co deposition on Au(788) at 130 K subsequent annealing to 300 K, area 100 nm× 100 nm. The
inset shows the discommensuration lines running perpendicular to the step edges (the image area is 45 nm× 45 nm). The corrugation due to th
terrace levels has been substracted in order to enhance the reconstruction lines. (b) Fast Fourier transform of the STM image; (c)
islands distributions of 0.2 ML Co on Au(788) at 130 K and 0.1 ML of Co on Au(111) at room temperature. The mean island size〈S〉 is 5 and
10 nm2, respectively for Co on Au(788) and on Au(111).

Analysis of VT-STM images allows to plot exactly the curve of the maximum cluster density versus temperature (cf. Fig
The energetics of the atomistic growth is contained within this curve, as it has been explained in Section 3.2. Image
show that there are two preferred sites at each lattice point of the 2D structuration of the substrate (cf. Fig. 10(a)). Acc
this observation, the plateau of the curve appears at this sites density. In this example, the plateau is particularly larg
from 60 K to 300 K, compared to what has been obtained on previous metal on metal system [7]. The fit of this expe
curve with the mean field approximation is good with a trap energyEt = 0.7 eV. Now the question is how we can understa
this value. What mechanism can be responsible for such a value? In this system two microscopic mechanisms can b
either preferred adsorption since such preferred site was foreseen in MD calculations [80], or place exchange mecha
we do observe such a site at room temperature [69]. On the one hand, the energetics of the preferred adsorption sit
calculated by MD, and the value is much smaller thanEt = 0.7 eV. Therefore this mechanism alone cannot explain the
tensive plateau. On the other hand, performing KMC simulations with the place exchange mechanism only do not le
plateau. Thus the conclusion is that none of these mechanism alone is able to reproduce satisfactorily the curve of t
cluster density versus temperature. However, we were able to reproduce very well this curve with realistic energetic va
by taking into account both mechanisms (cf. Fig. 10).

This example shows that the description using mean field calculations including traps is only qualitative. Each
will display different microscopic mechanisms for explaining the trap sites: preferred adsorption, place exchange me
repulsive energy barrier. Each mechanism is associated to exact energetic parameters which can be determined by c
(ab-initio methods or Quenched Molecular Dynamics (QMD)). Determination of energetic parameters and KMC sim
are very powerful in understanding the real atomistic mechanisms associated which each system. The other examp
been also studied in detail is the example of Ag on Pt [21]. Eventually KMC simulations allows also to understand
distribution of islands [51].

5. Conclusion

As a summary, we have shown how self-ordering at surfaces can be used for growing nanostructures regular in
spacing. Due to progress in surface science, there exists a large variety of surfaces which display nanopatterning
areas. In self-ordered surfaces, bulk elastic relaxations due to surface stress discontinuities is the driving force for s
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Fig. 10. (a) STM images of cobalt deposited on Au(788) at different temperatures. From left to right the temperature is 480 K, 95 K a
Except for 480 K the STM images are obtained at the deposition temperature. Area sizes are respectively 150 nm×150 nm, and 50 nm×50 nm
for last ones. Coverage of cobalt is respectively 0.4 ML, 0.3 ML, and 0.6 ML; (b) KMC simulation of the growth of Co nanodots on A
A good fit to experimental data for the critical cluster density versus temperature is obtained with the model combining both the a
and place exchange mechanisms in the preferred sites. The left double arrow points out the 160 K-room temperature range w
exchange mechanism is efficient in addition to preferred adsorption, whereas the adsorption alone is responsible for the organized g
65 K–160 K range indicated by the right double arrow.

periodic domain formation. Such periodic domain formation includes faceted surfaces, dislocations networks, and m
faces covered by an adsorbate. Recent GIXD experiments have been able to measure directly the bulk displacements
elastic forces. Then, these self-ordered surfaces can be used as templates for organized growth. This allows to elab
high density of regular nanostructures. The organized growth appears usually within a temperature range for the tem
deposition. This is due to kinetically limited growth. We have shown that a simple Rate Equation model modified in o
account for the preferred nucleation sites is able to qualitatively reproduce the epitaxial organized growth behavior.
microscopic mechanisms are complex and are determined only by extensive comparison between experiments and c
Eventually, by using both vicinal surfaces and strain relief patterns, one can improve the 2D long range organized g
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